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1. EXECUTVE SUMMARY

1.r. coNcEPT

This project aims to develop a compact, low-cost, high-resolution millimeter-wave sensor and demonstrate its use in real
time measurements of surface conditions, including transverse profiles, micro/macro textures, and segregation.
Compared to other technologies, millimeter waves have two uniquely distinct characteristics that can be exploited for
non-destructive, high-resolution surface measurements: higher frequencies and larger absolute bandwidths. These
characteristics together can produce a system that has fine resolution and small size.

1.2. SUMMARY

\ile completed the design, integration, and test of the millimeter-wave sensor prototype. The sensor, as shown in
Fig. l, is completely realized using millimeter-wave integrated circuits and is thus compact and low-cost. We achieved
very promising results, demonstrating the workability of our system and proving that a surface profile can be accurately
mapped.

To prove the surface-profiling concept, we tested the prototype in two laboratory samples. The first sample [Fig. 2(a)]
consists of a metal foil deposited on top of a foam block. The measurement was made as the sample was moved across
the sensor's antenna. The surface profile was imaged and displayed on a computer screen. The measured contour, as
shown in Fig. 2(b), resembles very well the shape of the actual sample. As we moved the sample by hand, an exact
comparison between the dimensions of the image and those of the actual sample was not feasible. To compare these
dimensions, we would need to move the sample using a conveyor, which must be electronically synchronized with our
signal processing. The second sample, as shown in Fig. 3(a), consists of several tiles placed next to each other at
different heights. The sensor imaged the tiles as they were moved under the antenna. Fig. 3(b) shows the mapping of the
surface profile. As can be seen, the sensor produced a profile well resembling the actual surface. These measured results
indicate that we can map a surface with sub-millimeter resolution. To our best knowledge, this sensor is the first
millimeter-wâve sensor ever developed and demonstrated for pavement surface mapping, and its measured results
are very promising.

FIGURE I The developed millimeter-wave sensor prototype. Millimeter-wave integrated circuits are used -
making the sensor compact and low cost.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 2 Sample of metal foil on top of a foam block (a) and the surface mapped by the sensor (b)

(a) (b)
FIGURE 3 Sample of several tiles (a) and the surface mapped by the sensor (b).

The fabricated sensor prototype - although demonstrating that it is possible to accurately map a surface profile and

proving our proposed concept - is not yet able to measure precisely pavement surface conditions. The sensor is being
redesigned. The antenna used in the fabricated sensor prototype is a waveguide horn antenna having a 3-dB beamwidth
of 16 degrees. This antenna has a relatively large beam spot and, thus, does not provide ftne cross-range resolution
needed for surface mapping. A lens hom antenna having 2-degree beamwidth, which provides smaller beam spot and

better resolution, is being considered. Measurements of micro and macro textures on constructed pavement samples will
be made with this redesigned sensor and the lens horn antenna.

We constructed several lab specimens, which represent the range of pavements and materials found in the field, to be

used in evaluating the sensor. These samples include coarse chip seed (high macro texture and moderate micro texture),
polished surface (low macro and micro textures, and poor skid resistance), fine grained surface (low macro texture and
high micro texture), tined concrete (high macro and micro textures, and good skid), and segregation.



2. BODY

2.1. IDEA Product

This project results for the first time a new compact, low-cost millimeter-wave sensor prototype that has new potential
capabilities of accurate, real-time measurements of pavement surface conditions - including transverse profiles,
micro/macro textures, and segregation.

This millimeter-wave sensor prototype had never been developed and demonstrated for pavement surface mapping.
Because of its fine resolution, the developed millimeter-wave sensor prototype is capable of precisely measuring the
pavement surface texture. In addition, this is the frst time millimeter-wave technology has been implemented for
transportation practice, and thus should open up a whole range of new applications, which have not yet been feasible with
available technologies.

The sensor developed in this study will be capable of being installed in highway data collection equipment. It will
provide critical inputs to Pavement Management Systems in terms of pavement rut depths and skid resistance (from
macro/micro). Segregation application will be a valuable tool for checking the quality of newly constructed pavements
and new surfacing. Our success in the demonstration of this prototype - proving the concept of using millimeter-wave
sensing technology for surface mapping - certainly paves the way for future developments and productions of advanced
Iow-cost millimeter-wave sensors for transportation practice.

2.2. Concept and Innovation

The innovation of our developed sensor primarily lies in the use of millimeter waves as a new sensing technique for
pavement surface measurements. Millimeter \ryaves, generally referring to the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
between 30 and 300 GHz, have been successfully used for military applications. However, they had not been studied for
pavement evaluations. As compared to microwaves (l-30 GHz), millimeter waves operate at higher frequencies, which
can be exploited for non-destructive, high-resolution surface texture measurements. The higher frequencies allow one to
reduce component size, resulting in compact systems, which are desirable for low-cost and light-weight. Furthermore,
narrow beamwidths are inherently achieved, which in turn provide greater resolution of closely spaced objects, higher
angle resolution (or cross range) for area mapping, and higher antenna gain leading to with lower peak and average power
requirements and better capability of detecting and locating small objects.

Our millimeter-wave sensor prototype is an interferometer realized using millimeter-wave integrated circuits.
Interferometor utilizes both the amplitude and phase information of the wave reflected from the pavement surface and is,
thus, a very accurate technique for measuring surface profile. The use of millimeter-wave integrated circuits allows the
entire system to be realized on microchips. In addition, antenna having high gain and narrow beamwidth is used, leading
to enhanced resolution. The new sensor can inspect pavements in real time and at highway speeds, thus not impeding the
traffic flow. Altogether, our developed sensor prototype offers unique characteristics of imfut size, low cost, simpli-city,
fast, fine resolution and high surface-measurement accuracy, which is attractive for practical transportation applications.

2.3. Investigation

Four tasks were performed in this project. They are described as follows.

2.3.1 Task I -Construction of Laboratory Sømples

We constructed several lab specimens, which represent the range of pavements and materials found in the field. Figs.
to 7 show these samples covering different macro and micro textures.



FIGURE 4 Coarse chip seed (high macro texture and moderate micro texture).

FIGURE 5 Polished surface (low macro and micro textures, and poor skid resistance).



FIGURE 6 Fine grained surface (low macro texture and high micro texture).

FIGURE 7 Tined concrete (high macro and micro textures, and good skid).



2.3.2 Task 2 - Development of the Millimeter-llave Sensor

We investigated several millimeter-wave system configurations and decided to use an interferometer system due to its
high measurement accuracy and fast operation. We conducted a theoretical investigation of the millimeter-wave
interferometer for characterizing pavement surface roughness. Our simulatíons demonstrated that it is possible to
characterize pavement surface roughness using the millimeter-wave interferometer technique. Our measurement results
confirm this sensing approach.

2.3.2.1 System Description

Fig. 8 shows the schematic of the millimeter-wave sensor with major components. The transmitter generates a
millimeter-wave signal to illuminate the pavement via an antenna. The receiver captures the return signal from the
pavement via an antenna and converts it into a base-band signal, which is then processed to produce the pavement surface
profile.

Oscillator DirectionalCoupler Horn Antenna

FIGURE 8 Schematic of the millimeter-wave sensor (some components are not shown).

2.3.2.2 System Design and Fabrication

We completed the design, fabrication, and test of many components needed for the millimeter-wave sensor using a soft
substrate (Duroid 5880). To support this activity, we had to purchase a bonding machine using our internal funds. The
cost of this machine ($18,000) was not anticipated and thus not included in the project's budget. We also completed the
layout and fabrication of the entire sensor on a single board using the soft substrate. However, we encountered many
problems in the sensor integration process. The microwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs) failed to be attached
to the board using the bonding machine. Although bonding onto a soft substrate can be done - as has been successfully
done in industries - we found that it is very difficult and not suitable for students who do not have much experience in
this assembly process. For better and reliable bonding, we concluded that we must use a hard substrate for the sensor.

To avoid the problems caused by the soft substrate described above, we completely redesigned all the circuits needed for
the sensor using a (hard) alumina substrate. Fabrication of these sensor circuits was completed by an outside processing
foundry. We completed the design of the sensor test fixtures, prepared the system layout (Fig. 9), and assembled the
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sensor. In this assembly process, we successfully placed all the tiny MMIC chips and the alumina circuits on the
aluminum test fixture, which houses the sensor, and successfully bonded these chips and alumina circuits together using
the bonding machine. Fig. I shows the complete assembled sensor. During the assembly process, several MMIC chips
were damaged and replaced. Some of these damages were not found during the assembly since the chips are too small -
they were discovered only when we tested the system. Sometimes, replacing the damaged chips caused the damage to
the other chips, which further complicated the problem. Please note that damage of MMIC chips during an assembly
process is not unusual as the processing requires several steps (epoxy, curing, bonding, etc.), and many times one has to
repeat these steps for several chips on the same system. Even highly skilled technicians in industries damage these chips
during assembly. Because of the long assembly process by students and the need of processing circuits from an outside
company, there was an inevitable delay in the project. Nevertheless, we have successfully assembled the millimeter-
wave sensor prototype. Several tests were conducted to prove the system concept for surface measurement, as

described in Sections 1.1 and 2.3.4.

I 7000
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FIGIJRE 9 Layout of the millimeter-wave sensor (Unit: inch).

The sensor is being redesigned. The antenna used in the sensor prototype is a waveguide hom antenna having a 3-dB
beamwidth of 16 degrees. This antenna has a relatively large beam spot and, thus, does not provide fine cross-range
resolution needed for surface mapping. A lens hom antenna having 2-degree beamwidth, which provides smaller beam
spot and better resolution, is being considered. Measurements of micro and macro textures on constructed pavement
samples will be made with this redesigned sensor and the lens horn antenna.

2.3.3 Task 3 - Development of Signal Processingfor the Millimeter-ll'ave Sensor

The millimeter-wave sensor constructs a pavement surface profile using the phase difference between the signals
transmitted to and received from the pavement surface. A signal-processing algorithm is needed to perform this task. To
facilitate this purpose, we have analyzed the phase error due to the imbalance between the I and Q channels of the I/Q
mixer used in the sensor's receiver. We have also developed a preliminary signal-processing algorithm based on the
phase unwrapping technique. This special signal-processing algorithm is needed for our sensor. Conventional signal
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processing software for ground penetrating radar, such as the one we developed at Texas Transportation lnstitute, is not
suitable for this sensor.

2.3.3.1 Analysis of Phase Error Due to I/Q Mixer Imbalance

The I/Q mixer in the sensor's receiver detects the phase change between the transmitted and received signals. This phase
difference is then used to construct the pavement surface profile. It is thus critical to measure this phase accurately and
compensate for any error caused by the I/Q mixer imbalance. This phase is obtained as

ó(t)="*,(#r)

where

(vu * LVN'WL, + LVL,) 
sinlø"Ø+ LØnr + Lûrc1*vt,offv¡(t¡=Tsin[/o(r)+ 

e)
va (t) = ry- cos þ o Q) + v g, on

V,(t) and Vo(t) are the in-phase and quadrature output voltages of the VQ mixer, respectively. ÂVo., Å $nr and AVre, A

Qro are the amplitude, phase imbalance of the RF and LO signals applied to the I/Q mixer, respectively. V,,ou and Vq,on

are the offset voltages of the in-phase and quadrature outputs of the I/Q Mixer. þo(t) represents the phase measured by

an ideal I/Q mixer (i.e., without amplitude and phase imbalance).

(1)

.50.338534, 60
Phæe Enor due to I/O Mixer

510152025301540
0 .40.

Phðe Variation lDegræ]

FIGURE l0 Phase error estimation.

Fig. l0 shows the phase calculations assuming 5-deg phase imbalance and 1O-percent amplitude imbalance for the RF
and LO signals. The dotted line shows the measured phase versus the phase variation (i.e., the theoretical phase) when the
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I/Q mixer is completely balanced. The dashed line shows the measured phase taking into account the I/Q mixer

imbalance. The solid line shows the phase error between the theoretical and measured phases caused by the I/Q mixer

imbalance. In practical systems, the phase error cannot be avoided, thus causing potential errors in measuring a surface

profile. To eliminate or minimize this source or enor, we must measure the amplitude and phase unbalances of the I/Q

mixer and compensate for them in the signal-processing algorithm.

2.3.3.2 Phase-Unwrapping Signal-Processing Technique

In our millimeter-wave sensor, the phase data produced by the I/Q mixer is wrapped into the range f-n, n]' The phase-

unwrapping technique is used to reconstruct the wrapped phase beyond the range of [-n, æ]. Mathematically, the phase

un*raþþing operation is described by the following equation in the discrete time domain:

O(n)=e@)+2nk(n) (3)

where q(n) is the unwrapped phase, which is the quantity we need to detect, and k(n) is an integer function that excutes

the wrapping of 9(n).

We introduce two operators W and A. The operator W wraps the phase into the range [-n, rt] as

w{ç@)\= tÞ(ru) +2nk(n), n=0,1,

The difference operator Â is defined as

t{q@)\= e(n+t)-e@)
únfù\= k(n+r) - k(n) n=0r1, , N-l

Applying the wrapping and differentiation to the wrapped phase sequences, we get

t{w {rp tn¡\\ = 
^{ç 

@)\ + z rtlrc, çn¡\

Applying the wrapping operation again to Eq' (6) yields

w {t@ {egl}}} = ¡{øt, ¡\ + znlt{rc,çn)\ + k r@)l

which implies tlat A{Æ, (r)\ + kr(n\ should be zero to satisfy the requirement of

- n < L{ç@)\ < 
". 

Eq. (7) can thus be reduced to

r,{¡{otnl}} = 
^lç@)\

Using Eq. (8), we can show that

n-l

e(m)=ç(o)+Zw{t{w{çø>}\\ (e)

n=0

Eq. (9) indicates that the actual phase sequences can be unwrapped by an iterative operation ofthe wrapped difference of
the wrapped phases.

As a demonstration, we show in Fig. l1 a reconstruction of the following sinusoidal phase sequence

e@) = Srsin(Znfn)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

10

(10)
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using the phase unwrapping technique. f indicates the periodicity of the surface profîle change which may comes from an
undulating surface topography. The reconstructed or unwrapped phase (O) and the original phase (solid line) from Eq.
(10) match exactly, which implies that the phase, and hence the surface profile, can be reconstructed accurately from the
phase produced by the I/Q mixer. The wrapped phase sequence is designated by x.

0.15

Isec]

FIGURE 11 Reconstruction of a sinusoidal phase using the phase unwrapping technique.

2.3.4 Task 4 - System Test and Evaluation

We completed testing the developed millimeter-wave sensor prototype to demonstrate its proof-of-concept for surface
profiling. To that end, we tested the prototype in two laboratory samplês. The first sample [Fig. 2(a)] consists of a metal
foil deposited on top of a foam block. The measurement was made as the sample was moved across the sensor's antenna.
The antenna is a waveguide hom antenna having a 3-dB beamwidth of 16 degrees. This antenna has a relatively large
beam spot and, thus, does not provide fine cross-range resolution needed for surface mapping. The surface profile was
imaged and displayed on a computer screen. The measured contour, as shown in Fig. 2(b), resembles very well the shape
of the actual sample. As we moved the sample by hand, an exact comparison between the dimensions of the image and
those of the actual sample was not feasible. To compare these dimensions, we would need to move the sample using a
conveyor, which must be electronically synchronized with our signal processing. The second sample, as shown in Fig.
3(a), consists of several tiles placed next to each other at different heights. The sensor imaged the tiles as they were
moved under the antenna. Fig. 3(b) shows the mapping of the surface profîle. As can be seen, the sensor produced a
profile well resembling the actual surface. These measured results indicate that we can map a surface with sub-
millimeter resolution.

2.4. Plans for Implementation

The first millimeter-wâve sensor prototype has been built and tested to prove the surface-mapping concept. The
measured results demonstrated its potential as an effective tool for real-time measurement of pavement surface
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conditions. The sensor is being redesigned and a new lens horn antenna with much smaller beam spot is being

considered for the sensor. We will carry out the following plans for potential implementation of the new millimeter-wave

sensor for transportation practice:

2.4.1 Task I -Laboratory Test and Evaluation

Complete the redesign and fabrication of the millimeter-wave sensor prototype, acquire the lens horn antenna, and

perform laboratory teìt and evaluation for the sensor on the pavement samples constructed in Task 1. A conveyor also

needs to be purchased and electronically synchronized with our signal processing to facilitate these tests.

2.4.2 Task 2 - Field Test and Evqluation

perform freld test and evaluation of the redesigned sensor. Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) has a National Skid

Resistance test site at the Texas A&M University's Riverside Campus and a recently constructed roughness calibration

facility. These are actual pavement sections with either known surface characteristics or known rut depths. As a first

s1gp, úie sensor will be used at the National Skid Resistance test site to monitor the texture of the skid pads. This will
give a direct comparison between the surface texture and the known skid resistance value. The sensor will then be used

for surface measurements at the TTI's roughness calibration facility. It is also proposed to take the sensor to several

recently completed hot mix jobs to scan for possible segregation. If anomalous readings of texture are encountered, cores

will be taken of the highwãy to validate if that area has any significant segregation. This is quantifred as a change in

aggregate gradation

2.4.3 Task 3 - Signal Processing

We have developed a preliminary signal processing algorithm for surface mapping using the phase unwrapping technique

(see Section Z.:.¡). filis signal procissing technique has proved to be able to map the surface profile. It should be noted

that our sensor - based on the inierferometry technique - constructs a pavement surface profile using the phase difference

between the signals transmitted to and received from the pavement surface. A special signal-processing algorithm, such

as the phase uiwrapping technique that we have been developing, is needed to perform this task. Conventional signal

pror"rring softwaré foiground penetrating radar, such as the one we have developed at TTI, is not suitable for this

àpplication. We proposã to complete this phase-unwrapping signal processing tool as it is needed for the developed

sensor.

2.4.4 Task 4 - Product Transfer

Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) at the Texas A&M University is working closely with the states of Florida, Texas,

and North Carolina in implementing advanced technologies for pavement applications. These states, as well as others,

are likely potential ut"rs óf the proposed millimeter-wave system once it is developed, and serve as the bases for transfer

the resulti to transportation practice. Toward the objective of transferring the results to practice, we propose to

demonstrate the new millimetér-wave sensor prototype to these organizations as well as other states' DoT' We will then

work with them to implement the results for transportation practice.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Texture and transverse profile measurements of highway surfaces are critical for highway safety. It is the texture, which

provides skid resistancè and the transverse profrle that dictates surface drainage. Currently, highway agencies can not

measure these properties in real time.

This project has produced, for the first time, a new low-cost, compact millimeter-wave surface-profiling sensor prototype

and demonstrateä its potential for fast and accurate measurement of pavement surface conditions in real time, including

transverse profiles, micro and macro textures, and segregation. The new sensor is capable of being installed in highway

data colleciion equipment and can inspect surface at highway speeds, thus not impeding the traffic flow. It will provide

12
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critical inputs to Pavement Management Systems in terms of pavement rut depths and skid resistance (from macro/micro
texture). For segregation application, the new sensor will be a valuable tool for checking the quality of newly constructed
pavements and new surfacing. The new millimeter-wave sensor had not been studied and developed for transportation
applications. It thus has great potential for transportation practice - particularly, in mapping pavement surface
conditions. This new millimeter-wave sensing technique potentially expands the knowledge base of the transportation
community and contributes significant sensing breakthroughs for transportation practice. Specifically, it will have a
major impact on both safety and ne\ry construction quality control. It will also pave the way for future research and
developments of advanced low-cost millimeter-wave sensors for transportation practice.

In order to achieve the implementation the project results for transportation practice, we propose to perform the plans
outlined in Section 4 (Plans for Implementation).
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